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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall be concerned with conditions for the nonexistence of positive 
solutions of the elliptic equation L(y) = 0 on an unbounded domain G in 
R”, where 
L(Y)= - T ajujk(x)ak+4(x) 
( 
(Y). 
j.k = 1 1 
Here 8, = a/ax,, A = (uik) is a symmetric, positive definite m x m matrix of 
C’+“(G) functions, and q is locally Holder continuous in G. Generally we 
will have G = R” or at least (x: 1x1 > r > c G. 
Our principal result, Theorem 3.1, gives a condition sufficient for the 
equation L(y) =0 not to have a positive solution in any domain of the 
form {x: 1x1 > r}. For m = 1 an oscillation result of a similar kind was 
established recently by Kwong and Zettl [4]. 
The existence of a positive solution of L(y) = 0 on G is equivalent to the 
condition (L(4), 4) > 0 for each nonzero 4 E C,“(D) for every bounded 
domain D with iT c G, to the unique solvability of the Dirichlet problem 
on each such D, and to the statement that the spectrum of the Friedrichs 
extension of the operator defined by L on C,“(G) is contained in [0, co). 
The direction positive solution implies L positive definite is relatively 
easy and is essentially contained in Glazman [3]. The proof of 
Theorem 2.1 also incidentally provides a short proof of this fact. The other 
direction is more difficult. The lirst result of this kind was given by 
Allegretto [l]. A more general result, based on Harnack’s inequality, was 
proved by Moss and Piepenbrink [5]. The result may be further extended 
to weak solutions using a stronger version of Harnack’s inequality due to 
Trudinger [2]. (The case L = -A + q appears in [7].) 
In Section 2 we will give yet another property equivalent to the existence 
of a positive solution in terms of the existence of a certain kind of decom- 
position of q. Our proof of Theorem 3.1 will be based on this result. 
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In Section 4 we will apply Theorem 3.1 to give some more specific 
criteria for the nonexistence of positive solutions based on the behavior of 
q on annuli of the form {x: r0 < 1x1 <r}. One of these contains a result of 
Schmincke [S]. 
It should be noted, however, that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are not 
stated in terms of the behavior of the coefficients of L as functions of the 
radial variable r. In Section 5 we give examples which illustrate this, and 
which do not fall within the grasp of the criteria in Section 4. 
2. A DECOMPOSITION RESULT 
We begin by establishing a connection between the existence of a 
positive solution of L(y) = 0 and the existence of a certain kind of decom- 
position of the potential q. This is an extension to m variables of a one- 
dimensional result which has proved useful in several contexts. See, for 
example, [6]. 
We will write (,f, g) for the usual L,-norm on G, 
We use x. y for the usual dot product of two vectors in Cm. 
THEOREM 2.1. (a) If L(y) = 0 has a positive solution f in a domain G, 
then on G, q can be written q = q, + div F, where 
for each x in G. 
q,(x)> IA -“*FWl* (2.1) 
(b) Conversely, if q=ql +div F in G with (2.1) satisfied, then 
(L(4), 4) >O for each 4 in C;(G), 4 #O. Thus L(y) =0 has a positive 
solution in G. 
Proof: That the second assertion in (b) follows from the first is the 
result of Moss and Piepenbrink [S]. Thus we consider here only the other 
assertions. 
(a) Given J define F= AVf/f and q1 = IA”*%“/ */f *. Then with 
L,(f) = (C ajajk ak)U19 
WAVX!f) = L,(f W- (AVf . Vf )lf” 
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q = &(f)/f= IA1’2Vf12/f 2 + div(AVff) = q, + div F, 
where q1 = IA - 1/2FI 2. 
(b) For 4 in C,“(G) we have, using q = q1 + div F, 
Now j+G(div F)lb12= -2RejG4(F*V4)= -2Re[G#(A-1’2F.A’/2V4) so 
that 
Thus (L(b), 4) 2 0 and by a standard argument we must actually have 
(L(4), 4) > 0 for 4 Z 0. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In what follows it will be convenient to use the notation 
G(r) = (x: r < 1x1}, 
N(r) = {x: r. < 1x1 <i}. 
We will also write w, for the area of the unit sphere in Iw” and n for the 
outward unit normal to the sphere 1x1 = r. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let h be a positive C’ function on some G(r,) and set 
h,(r) = co; ’ s h(An . n) ds. Ix/ =r 
Fix E, 0 < E < 1 and for A> 0 define 
E(A) = r>r,:o;’ 
s 
(-qh-(4&h)-‘(AVh.Vh))dxbA 
N(r) 
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Zf there exists c( > 0 and a sequence { &}F= ’ such that ,I, + 00 as k + 00 and 
(l-e)(/Zk+a)j h;‘dr>l (3.2) 
Ek 
for each k, where Ek = E(Ik), then the equation L( y)=O does not have a 
positive solution on any set G(r) for r > r,,. 
In particular, 
COROLLARY 3.2. There is no positive solution of L(y) = 0 if 
h;’ 4 L,(ro, co) and the integral in (3.1) approaches 00 as r -+ co. 
Proof: We show first that for any r* > r,,, the hypotheses continue to 
hold with r,, replaced by r* in (3.1). If we denote the quantity obtained by 
making this replacement by E*(l) and if /? is defined by 
wnB= 5 
N’,*‘(-qh-(4~h)-1(AVhVh))dx, 
then E*(A) = E(1+ p) for all R large enough so that 
E(1+/3)r\[O,r*]=QI. Thus with a*=~(+/?, &+=1,--p, and 
Ez = E*(A,*) we have 
(l-s)(fi:+cx*)\ 
Ei+ 
h;‘dr=(l-E)(&+a)j h;‘dr>l. 
Ek 
Now suppose that L(y) = 0 has a positive solution for 1x1 > r’. By 
Theorem 2.1, q has a decomposition q=q’ +div F for 1x1 > r’ where 
q’ B IA -“‘FJ2. Set r* =r’ + 1 and N*(r)= {x: r* < 1x1 <r}. Note that 
s 
div hF d.x = 
s 
h div Fdx+ 
I 
Vh. Fdx 
N*(r) N*(r) N*(r) 
= s hF.n ds- s hF,nds. 1x1 =r Ix/ =r* 
Now -div F=q, -q> IA~“*F12-q so that 
-0;’ s hdiv Fdxaw;’ s qhdx+w,’ N*(r) N*(r) s hlA -1’2fi2 dx. N*(r) 
Set u(r) = w; ’ JN*‘,’ h IA - “2F12 dx. Then by the Schwarz inequality, 
hIA-‘/2F12dx j 
N*(r) 
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hF*nds < CO;~ h(An . n) ds 
1x1 =r I( j 1x1 = r h (A - 1’2F1 2 ds j 1x1 = r 
= (u’(r) h,(r))“‘. 
Thus 
(u’(r) h,(r))“2 
> -co;’ 
5 
hF.n ds 
1x1 =r 
2 -o$ 
I 
hdiv Fdx-co,’ Vh.Fdx-c 
N*(r) s N*(r) 
>(l-E)U(T)--O,‘J (qh+(4&h)-‘(AVh*Vh))dx-c. (3.3) 
N*(r) 
When the right side of (3.3) is positive, 
u’(r) h,(r)> (1 -E) U(Y)--0,’ j 
( 
(qh+(4&-‘(AVh.Vh))dx-c 2 
N*(r) 
b (( 1 - E) U(T) + H(r) - c)2, 
where H(r) = -CO; I S N*Cr) (qh + (4&h)-‘(AVhaVh)) dx. Note that E*(A) = 
1 r>r*: H(r)>,I}. 
The function u is increasing. We assert that U(T) + cc as r --t co. For if 
u(v) < K for all r 2 rl, then for each k such that ,I,* > c, 
d/u2 2 (A,* - c)2/K2h, 
on E,f. Thus, since U’ > 0 for r > rl, 
(u(r*))-’ 2jry u’/u’dr& ((A,* - c)/K)~ [ A;,’ dr 
El 
2 ((A,* - c)/K)~((L,* + a*)( 1 -E)) - l 
+co as k+co. 
Thus we must have u(r) --) CC as r + 00. Choose r2 such that 
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a(r*)>(l-s)-l(~*+l+~) and k so large that Etc[r2, co). Then, by 
(3.2) again, 
((1-&)(~~+a*+1))-‘+/((1-&)U+~k*-C)*dr 
r2 
2 I Ezh;l dr>((l -~)(Az+a*))-‘. 
From this contradiction we see that the function u cannot exist, and so 
that q cannot have a decomposition q= q, + div F on any set 
G(r) = {x: [xl> r}. Thus L(y) = 0 cannot have a positive solution on any 
such set and the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. 
4. RADIAL h 
In this section we derive some consequences of Theorem 3.1 using 
choices for h which depend only on r = 1x1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that A(x)n. n ,< Kr” for all r = 1x1 > rO, where 
a# 2 -m. Suppose also that for some c with c > K(m + a - 2)2w,/4, 
- 
s 4(r) r 
2-m-‘dxaclogr 
N(r) 
for all r in F, where Fc (0, co ) has the property 
s 
r-‘dr= 00. (4.1) 
F 
Then L(y) = 0 has no positive solution on any G(r). 
Remark. The hypothesis on A is certainly satisfied if the largest eigen- 
value of A(x) is O(lxl”), but the hypothesis is weaker than this since there 
is no restriction on A(x)y . y when x. y = 0. 
Proof. Set h(x) = r2--m~a for 1x1 2 r,,. Then 
h,(r) = 0; ’ h( An . n) ds Q Kr. (4.2) 
= I 
Also, 
co,’ [Ni,,h-1(AVh*Vh)dx~K(m+a-2)2~rr~’dr 
r0 
= K(m + a - 2)* log(r/r,,). 
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Choose E > 1 so close to 1 that 
- s (qh + (4&h) - ‘(AVh *Vh)) dx 2 c’ log r-a N(r) 
for some positive constants c’ and a. It follows that for each 1> 0, there is 
ri, so that Fn (Ye, cc) c E(I). Hence the result follows from Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that A(x)n. n < Kr” for all r 2 rO, where 
a # 2 -m. Suppose also that for some c with c > K(m + a - 2) 0,/4, 
-r2-m-a I q(x) dx 2 c (4.3) /XI Q r 
for all r in F, where SF r - ’ dr = co or, more generally, that 
sup r 2-m-a 
5 
q(x) dx < co (4.4) 
r Ix1 <r 
and that (4.3) is replaced by 
(4.5) 
Then L(y) = 0 has no positive solution on any G(r). 
Remark. A version of this corollary is due to Schmincke [8]. He 
assumed n 2 3, A = Z, that (4.3) or (4.5) holds for all r $ r,,, and that 
sup s 
q(x) dx < 00 
I 1x1 <f 
in place of (4.4). 
Proof: Set r0 = 1 and define p(r) = -jlX, <, q dx. Then 
- I q(x) r2-“‘-’ dx= p(t) t2-“-’ N(r) ‘+(m+a-2)j~p(t)t1~m-udt.(4.6) 1 
From (4.5) we have that 
for r in F, where c > K(m + a - 2)2w,/4. Using this and (4.4) in (4.6) we see 
that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold. 
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There is a result similar to Theorem 4.1 for the case CI = 2 - m. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that A(x)n. n < Kr2-m for all r > r,,. Suppose 
also that for some c > Ko,/4, 
- s q(x) log r dx > c log log r N(r) 
for all r in F, where Fc (0, co) has the property 
I 
(r log r)-’ dr = co. 
F 
Then L(y) = 0 has no positive solution on any G(r). 
ProoJ: Let h(x) = log r. Then h,(r) 6 K- ‘r log r and 
I 
hk’(AVh*Vh)dx<Kloglogr+a 
N(r) 
so that the result follows from Theorem 3.1 in the same way that 
Theorem 4.1 does. 
5. EXAMPLES 
We give three examples which illustrate a different type of choice of h 
from that made in Section 4. For the first of these, h is still a function of r, 
but this is no longer true for the following ones. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. In R”, let L(y) = -dy + (rB cos r2) y, where p > 0. Then 
for each y, 
- 
s 
q(x) ry dx= (o,/2) rfl+yfm-2 sin r2 + O(rP+Y+m-4) (5.1) 
IX <r 
so that the results of the previous section do not apply. Choose h(x) = 
(K-r” cos r2) rZpm, where v = min(O, B - 2). K> 1 will be chosen below. 
Then h(x) < (K+ 1) r2-“’ so that h,(r) d (K+ 1)r. Also IVhJ = O(Z”+~-~) 
so that 
s 
h-‘jVh12dx=(K- 1))‘0(r2”+4) 
I.4 <r 
if b>O and =(K-l))‘O(logr) if fi=O. 
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On the other hand, 
- 
s 4(x) r 
v+2pm ~08~ r2 dx= &+“+z+ ()(,a+“) 
1x1 G r 
if fl>O and =clogr+O(l) if fl=O. Since b+v+2>2v+4 it follows that 
if K is chosen sufficiently large, then 
- s (qh+(4&h)-‘1Vh1’)dx+oO Ix1 <r 
as r + co. (The case y = 2 -m of (5.1) is used to see that the first term in 
s qh is dominated by the second one.) 
EXAMPLE 5.2. In R”, let L(y) = -dy + (xl sin r/rP) y, where 
j? < 2m - 3. Then for any r > 0 and any function S of 1x1, 
I 
4x1 f( I4 ) ds = 0 
1x1 =r 
so that again the results of Section 4 do not apply. 
Set h(x) = (K- (x1/r) sin r) r2-“‘, where again K > 1 will be chosen later. 
Then h,(r) = Kr and lVh[ = O(rzem) so that 
5 he1 IVh\‘dx< (K- 1))10(r4Pm). Ix1 sr 
Now 
I 5 
r 
- qhdx=c rm-psin2rdr=c’r”~P+‘+O(rm-~). 
Ix1 <r 0 
Thus again by choosing K sulhciently large if /I = 2m - 3 we have that 
4 (qh+(4&-‘IVhI’)dx+co 1x1 6 i- 
as r + co and so by the Corollary to Theorem 3.1 that L(y) = 0 has no 
positive solutions on any G(r). 
EXAMPLE 5.3. In R2, let L(y) = -dy + (x2 sin xl/@) y for /I < 1. 
Choose h= K-(x,sinx,)/r. Then h< K+ 1 so h,(r)<(K+ 1)r and 
IVh1’ = xz cos’ xl/r2 + O(r- ‘). 
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One finds that 
i 
h-‘IVh(2dx=(K-l)-‘O(r2) 
1.x s I 
while 
-1 qhdxacr3-P. 1’1 <r 
Thus it is again the case that the Corollary to Theorem 3.1 can be applied. 
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